
December 23, 2009 

Telephone: (606)743-3 1 2 1 
Facsimile: (606)743-3635 
Post Office Box 399 
West Liberty, Ky. 41 472-0399 

Jeff R. Derouen, Executive Director 
Kentucky Public Service Cornmission 

P.O. Box 615 
Frankfort, KY 40602-06 15 

puIBLlC SERVICE 
2 11 Sower Boulevard ~ O M M I S S I O ~  

Dear Sir: 

Pursuant to KRS 278-020 and 807 KAR Sections 8 and 9 Mountain Rural Telephone Cooperative 
Corporation, Inc. (MRTCC) requests authorization to construct and upgrade teleconxnunication facilities 
in its certified territoiy. Enclosed are an original and ten copies of MRTCC’s verified Application and 
required Exhibits for filing with the Coinmission. 

MRTCC has a unique situation in that it has been approved tlu-ougli the first stage of a American 
Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA) grant application. The ARRA grant will potentially provide 
stirnulus funding of $38,281,044 which will cover half of the cost of MRTCC’s construction project. 
However, MRTCC finds itself bound to a very tight schedule by RIJS for applying for and receiving a 
Certificate of Convenience and Necessity for this project because CCN has to be approved prior to the 
issuance of this Grant. RUS has einphasized that potential recipients will have to meet its schedule. 
Therefore, MRTCC requests that tlie Commission, to the extent possible, expedite its own processes to 
assist MRTCC in its efforts to earn this Grant. MRTCC will coininit to do everything within its power to 
meet the Coinmission and its staffs information requirements. 

Please feel free to contact me and my staff at (606) 743-3 121 I 

1 would like to express both my appreciation and MRTCC’s consumers for your efforts in this 
proceeding. 

Yours T d y ,  

W. A. Gilluni 
General Manager 
Mountain Rural Telephone Coop. Coiy., Inc. 

Enclosure 



COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY 
BEFORE THE PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION 

In the Matter of: 

THE APPLICATION OF MOUNTAIN RIJRAL 
TELEPHONE COOPERATIVE CORPORATION INC. ) 
FOR A CERTIFICATE OF PUBLIC CONVENIENCE Case No. Da3 
AND NECESSITY FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF A ) 
INTERNET PROTOCOL AND ETHERNET NETWORK ) 

) 

APPLICATION FOR CERTIFICATE OF PUBLIC CONVENIENCE AND 
NECESSITY FOR CONSTRIJCTION OF INTERNET PROTOCOL 

AND ETHERNET NETWORK 

Mountain Rural Telephone Cooperative Corporation, Inc., d/b/a Mountain Telephone 
(MRTCC) pursuant to KRS 278.020 and 807 KAR 5:OOl: Sections 8 and 9(1)(2) and (3) hereby 
submits this application for a certificate of convenience and necessity for the purpose of 
upgrading MRTCC’s network to utilize Internet Protocol technology. It consists of deploying an 
Internet Protocol (IP) and Ethernet fiber to the home (FTTH) network in exchanges in Morgan, 
Elliott, Menifee and Wolfe Counties along with small areas of Bath and Lee County, Kentucky. 
In addition, the funds will be used to upgrade access electronics and outside plant facilities. 

1. The full name and address of MRTCC is Mountain Rural Telephone Cooperative 
Corporation, Inc.; P.O. Box 399; 405 South Main Street; West Liberty; Kentucky 
41472. 

2. Pursuant to 807 KAR 5:001 Sections 8(3) and 9(l)(a) a copy of MRTCC’s 
Articles of Incorporation and all amendments thereto, are attached as Exhibit A. 

3. MRTCC, a Rural Utilities Services (RUS) borrower, operates as a rural 
incumbent local exchange carrier providing telecommunications services to areas 
within Morgan, Elliott, Menifee, and Wolfe County, Kentucky. MRTCC also 
provides service to small areas of Bath and Lee Counties. MRTCC, as of 
December 3 1 , 2008, has approximately 12,709 residential and 2,985 business 
lines. 



4. In the area served by MRTCC each of the four counties are considered distressed 
by the Appalachian Regional Commission. All of the counties are challenged by 
mountainous terrain, limited highway and rail infrastructure and high levels of 
unemployment. The lack of transportation facilities is an important explanation 
for their lack of industry, economic development and employment opportunities. 
The need for a 2 1’‘ century communications network is evident and will provide a 
means for addressing some of the economic problems plaguing the area. 

Connect Kentucky has conducted a technology assessment in each of the primary 
counties served by MRTCC. The assessment showed a number of recurring 
themes. Broadband use in these counties is twenty percent (20%) below 
Kentucky’s average broadband use. Consistent with this finding, Connect 
Kentucky also found that business use of broadband in these four counties was 
twenty one percent (21%) below the average business broadband use for 
Kentucky in general. 

MRTCC has held extensive discussions with each of the county judge executives 
concerning broadband subscription in the affected counties. The county judges 
identified cost as the major factor for the low broadband adoption rates for their 
respective counties. Even with the low adoption rates a majority of the broadband 
subscribers in MRTCC’s serving area subscribe to the lowest speed broadband 
service. The low speed service is not suitable for on line education classes or on- 
line catalogs for businesses. 

Construction of the fiber to the home is required by public convenience and 
necessity. The purpose of the new construction is to deploy Fiber-to-the-home 
(FTTH) throughout MRTCC service area and upgrade the access electronics and 
outside plant facilities. This will permit MRTCC to provide triple-play service to 
its subscribers and adhere to the requirements of the State Telecommunication 
Modernization Plan. 

The copper infrastructure currently providing voice service for MRTCC’s 
subscribers was originally place in the 1955-1965 timeframe. This cable and 
ancillary equipment has been reinforced over the years but it is now to the point 
where replacement is required to keep up with technological developments in the 
communications industry. The low speed service offered on the copper is not 
suitable for on-line educational classes and on-line catalogs for businesses. 
MRTCC’s plan is to build a new broadband centric network. This network will 
allow MRTCC to offer traditional voice service, 20 megabit broadband service, 
and entertainment video. Revenues from these services will allow MRTCC to 



maintain their current internet pricing while allowing broadband service at speeds 
that economically permit on-line learning and business services. 

The information and analysis provided above by MRTCC clearly demonstrates, 
that pursuant to KAR Section 9 (2) (a), the new construction is required for public 
convenience. 

5. Pursuant to 807 KAR Section 9 (c) MRTCC will place outside plant throughout 
its service area. Exhibit B provides the engineering and system design. MRTCC’s 
current core network consists of four main central offices (CO’s) located in West 
Liberty, Campton, Sandy Hook, and Frenchburg with three smaller offices located 
on the edges of these counties. Media gateways and emergency standalone 
systems are installed in each of the CO’s. The fiber ring transport network is in a 
diverse route ring configuration so cable cuts or equipment failure will not impact 
service. Current POTS subscribers will continue to use the existing copper where 
economically feasible and only customers that request broadband will be placed 
on the fiber network. 

MRTCC’s current plan is to construct and operate a fiber-to-the-home active 
Ethernet system. The core network, operations and billing systems are in place 
today. MRTCC plans to deploy a new video head end by December, 2009. An 
electronic interface will through combined ADSL and POTS cards. Distance 
limitations imposed by ADSL required MRTCC to install 113 remotes to 
maximize the internet speeds. All of these sites will be upgraded to support the 
Active Ethernet System. The diverse routing of the transport network as well as 
the redundant common control of all the network elements ensures the reliability 
of this network. In addition, MRTCC has standby power at all existing electronic 
sites. The reliability of this network has proven itself in the recent ice storm in 
Kentucky. While most of Kentucky lost all communication and power services 
MRTCC lost less than 12 % of their lines and those were restored very quickly. 

MRTCC’s plan is to construct all aerial plant on existing pole lines. MRTCC has 
excellent relationships with the local power companies who own the majority of 
these pole lines. MRTCC currently has facilities on these pole lines; this 
construction will add to those existing cable lines. 

The designs for these areas are based on current and prqjected subscriber 
information. While the planned cable routes will have sufficient fiber for current 
and future premises the drop lines into the premise will only be built if the 
customer has or requests broadband service. This plan reduces costs and still 



provides ubiquitous service. 
premises as consumers request service. 

Future construction will place fiber drops into 

MRTCC’s plans are to build out each of the four county seats in year 1. Once 
these areas are constructed MRTCC will begin the process of building out various 
areas of their existing service territory. MRTCC plans to build out all areas of 
these four counties. MRTCC does not have plans to build beyond their existing 
ILEC territory. 

6 .  Pursuant to 807 KAR Section 9(2) (f) MRTCC has prepared an estimate of the project 
costs at completion. Unit prices for outside plant (OSP) construction are based on 
2008/2009 bids for similar FTTH construction in the eastern Kentucky area. The 
labor and material prices are an average of the three low bids for these 2008/2009 
projects. 

Unit prices for electronics equipment and customer premise equipment (CPE) are 
based on quotes from manufacturers. Unit prices for home network wiring are 
based on an average of telephone company costs for this work. 

Engineering costs are based on past RUS Engineering Services contracts with 
Mountain RTCC. These costs are averaged on a per mile basis from recent 
engineering work in nearby areas and on Mountain’s historic engineering 
requirements. 

Finley Engineering Company (FEC) at the direction of Mountain RTCC began 
design work on this ARRA application in early March 2009. This design work 
included the Campton exchange in Wolfe County as well as the county seats in 
each of the four counties. Rased on these designs, FEC was able to project the 
quantity of OSP units required to complete the Broadband build out in the 
remaining areas. This pilot design method has been used very successhlly by 
FEC to project costs for numerous RUS loan applications. We have a high level 
of confidence in these quantities and the methods used to derive the cost 
estimates. 

The electronics quantities match the projected Broadband take rate of 44 % of the 
homes passed. This estimate will support the projected take rates while keeping 
costs in line with revenues. 

The customer premise equipment (CPE) and inside wiring quantities are based on 
the projected video subscribers. Our estimates of quantities of set top boxes 
(STB) required for this IPTV deployment are based on two standard definition 
STBs per video subscriber plus one high definition / personal video recorder 



7.  

8. 

Type of Expense RUS Loan 

Network Equipment 

Outside Plant $36,020,210.07 
__ 

(HDFVR) STB for 25 % of the video subscribers. These take rates and package 
subscriptions match the video revenue projections. 

ARRA Grant 

$7,572,668.00 

$21,067,965.50 

Engineering units are based on the projected route miles of plant as calculated 
from the design of Wolfe County and the four county seats. While the design 
costs are miles of cable the engineering miles are subsets of cable miles in that 
some areas require more than one cable in sections of the plant. The route miles 
will be less than the sheath (cable) miles. Engineering costs are essentially the 
same regardless of the number of cables placed for that section of line or route. 

General Overall Project Costs 

The construction of the new facilities throughout MRTCC total serving area will 
be at an estimated cost of $78,124,579.00. Financing for this project will be 
secured through a loan from Rural Utilities Services (RUS) in the amount of 
$39,843,535 with the remaining expenditures being financed through an ARRA 
grant in the amount of $38,28 1,044. Pursuant to 807 KAR Section 9 (e) Exhibit C 
contains the total cost with detail for this project. MRTCC’s construction of the 
broadband facilities is dependent on RUS approval of the ARRA grant without 
which MRTCC would not proceed with the proposed project. 

Advance telecommunications services, including broadband, are critical to the 
economic and social development of the communities in Morgan, Menifee, 
Elliott, and Wolfe County, Kentucky. The State Telecommunications 
Modernization Plan recognizes that deployment of advanced technologies such as 
fiber optics and related technologies are essential to rural economic development. 
It is this type of technology that will bring medical services, educational services, 
and numerous other economic opportunities to the customers of MRTCC. 



9. The network will be developed over a three year timeframe. Exhibit D provides 
the construction timeline. MRTCC’s plans are to build out each of the four county 
seats in year 1. Once these areas are constructed MRTCC will begin the process 
of building out all of the remaining areas of their existing service territory. 
MRTCC plans to complete construction and the project by the end of year three. 
MRTCC does not have plans to build beyond their existing ILEC area. 

10. Pursuant to 807 KAR Section 9 (2) (c) MRTCC states that it does not have any 
competitors in these four counties. 

11. In compliance with 807 KAR 5:001, section 9(2) (b), MRTCC states that it does 
not require a franchise approval from any public authority to deploy the 
broadband in the affected exchanges. 

12. Pursuant to 807 KAR 5:001, section 9(2) (d), three copies of the required map 
showing a proposed route for the fiber deployment in the affected exchanges are 
attached as Exhibit E. 

13. MRTCC has attached as Exhibit F: the historical and projected income statement, 
balance sheet, and cash flow statement for the historical period 2008 and 2009 
and for the projected periods running from 2010 through 2014. Pursuant to 807 
KAR Section 3, Exhibit F demonstrates MRTCC ability to meet its financial 
obligations with the loan and ARM grant. MRTCC’s financial condition will be 
such that it can service the RUS debt without requiring any rate adjustments. 

Based on the foregoing, and in accordance with KRS 278.020 and 807 KAR 5:001, 
sections 8 and 9, MRTCC respectively requests that the Commission issue a Certificate of Public 
Convenience and Necessity to deploy a FTTH network in the exchanges in Morgan, Menifee, 
Elliot, Wolfe Counties, along with areas served in Lee and Bath County, Kentucky. 

Respectfully submitted 

D. Joleen Frederick 

5 1 1 Mainutreet 
P.O. Box 508 
West Liberty, KY 41472 



Exhibit A 

HENRY H. CARTER 
SECRETARY 

FRANKFORT, KENTUCKY 

C E WT1 FIG-ATE 
I, HENRY H. CARTER, Secretary of State for the Commonwealth of Kentucky, do 

certify that the foregoing writing has been carefully compared by me with the original record 

thereof, now in my official custody as Secretary of State and remaining on file in my office, 

and found to be a true and correct copy of 

a r t i c l e s  of i n c o r p o r a t i o n  of MOUNTAIN RTJRAL TELEPHONE 

COOPERATIVE CORPORATION, I N C . ,  f i l e d  December 13 ,  19-50. 

Recorded i n  a r t i c l e s  of i n c o r p o r a t i o n  Book No. 214, Page No. 

426-428. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto 

set my hand and affixed my official seal. 

Done at Frankfort this ..... , l . , .5"~ ."........... day of 

Secretary of S t p ,  Commonwealth of Kentucky 

By "__.___.___.___.___~_________I__ _.l_l__. ~ ."____ ~ _ "__  _._.___ __l..___.l_. 
Assistant Secretary af State 



IHOU3PTAIN RURAL “ELEPHOm C B O P E R A T m  C O R P m T I O N ,  IHC. 

We, the uadersigneC, be* natural  persona and e l t i c e m  of the 

Commonwealth of gbntucky, do hereby execute theae ar t i c l e s  of In- 

corporation for the purpoae of organizing a nonprofit cooperative 

corpora t ion  ( b r e i n  c a l l e d  the “Cooperatlvs”) under tba lam of tbm 

Conrmomealth of Rantuelsy, pursuant t o  an Aotr ant l t led  “AN ACT re- 

l a t i ng  t o  telephme oooperatlre,  nonprofit ccwpmatlona, rural 

telephone and telephoners servioeiU, approved March 25, 1950. 

FIRST, the name o r  the Cooperative l a  Mountain Rural Telephone 

Cooperative Corpora t ion ,  Ino. 

mOND, the address of tha prbaipal offfee of the Coopsratlvr 

l a  $es t  Liberty, Morgan County, Kentucky. J. Ell.aine BIokeU, West Libsrt~, 

Kentuc%RD, the names and a%!?tbsaa af the Incarpomtors of the 
iS designtted p.oosse 

Cooperet l v s  ere t 

He~Xry A,  StOVall %%el Green, Kentucky 

ilorseg C. Rose Hazel Green, Kentucky 

Sam Dc Caail  Hazel Green, Kentucky 

W, R .  Rmland ~ z a l ,  KBntuckp 

Win. A .  Heapn Em1 , Klentuckj 

FOURTH, the rL€LIIIf3S and at ldressea of the persons who shall con- 

stitute the f i r s t  Board o f  P u s t e e s  of the Cooperat ive are; 

Names - 
Ramg A. S ~ O V R ~ ~  
Dorsey C. Rose 
$am D. C e o l l  
1. R. RuulanB 
T h o  A .  bagan 

Addresses 

IiPzel. Green, Kentucb 
B z e l  Grren, hntuoky 
S~eel. Green, bntucky 
Bral, Kentucky 
B e l ,  Kentucky 



FIFTH, The operat ions 02 the Coopera t ive  are to be aondubtisd 

i n  the Countiee of Wolfe, Morgan, hnif 'ss ,  E l l i o t t ,  Breathitt, Lee 

and Irkagoffln, and in auch othel. c o u n t l e s  aa  anoh operations maj 

f r o m  tims t o  time become neceaaarg or doairable in the Interest of 

this Cooperativa o r  of i t a  menberae 

IN TESTIMOY'Y =.EOF, we have hereunto aubsclribed our namaa thLs 

\ 
30 day of Novembsr, 1950. 

I 

I, Gertrude Nickel l ,  a Notary Pu ic in and for the county and 

s t a t o  a f o r e s a i d ,  do h e r e b  c e r t i f y  that the faregoinp: A r t l c l s a  of 

i n c o r p o r a c i o n  of Motmtain R u r e L  Telephone Caoperatlve Corporation, 

Inc. were on th i s  day produced. t o  rn Fn a ~ l d  c o u n t y  and s t a t e  and 

achowledged before me by tiemy A .  Stovall, Daraey C. D.036, Sam D, 

I = e c i l ,  W. E. !?ow lan6  and Win. A .  EIaagan, t o  be t h e i r  voluntary ac t  

and deed. 

MY commission e x p i r e s  -,. 1 1  \"3\ * 

G4v0n unrier my hand this the 30 day of Rovsmber, 1950r 



t '  

Department off state 

Office of secretary off state 
G E O R G E  GLENN HATCHER, SECRETARY 

I, George Glcni i  Hatcher, Secretary of State, do hereby certify that the Articles of 

Incorporntioii in t i  i'licaie originals of MOUNTAIN RURAL TELEPHONE COOPEZATIVE CORWRATION, 

I N C  . (West Liber ty ,  Kentucky) -. - 

are found to he duly signed and acknowledged; that there appears to be no cizpital stock; n o  

priewte pecuniirry profit is t o  be derived therefrofn; no organization tax is required by law; 

all fees mid charges have been paid; thnt one original copy is filed and recorded in this 

office. ,It further appears that all requirements of law have been complied with n.710' this 

certlj(iC(ite, with two original articles of incorporation indorsed with the fnct and 

time of rerording in this office, has been returned to the incopomtors or their 

representative. Corporate existence shall begin upon the issuance of this certificate. 

Soid certificate shall be conclusive evidence of the fact that the above named 

corporntion has been incorporated and is now authorized and empowered to  do 

business in Kentucky, subject to  the restrictions imposed by Chapter 273, Kentucky 

Revised Stututes, and other Iaws. 

SECRETARY OF STATE 
12/1 .3 /5  

Given under my official signature and seal 

this, the 13th day o f  December .- 19 50 

_ - -  - D p t ~  Gnpratsioon Deparfmmt. 
0 Original Process Agent: J. 1 ne Nickel l ,  ;Jest L iber ty ,  



Program and Broadband Technology 

Task: Submit Application - Infrastructure 
Programs 

Applicant Organization: Mountain RTCC 

Applicant Name: Mrs. Ann Marie Keller 

allow us to maintain this price of $39.95/month for speeds of 1.5 mbps down/ 0.5 mbps up. 
Other tiers would follow suit as shown below: 
Residential Current Speeds Current Price New Speeds Maintained Price 
Tier 1 320kbps/128kbps $39.95 1.5 rnbpd0.5 mbps 539.95 

Tier 3 3 mbpsJ768 kbps $59.95 20 mbps / 1.5 mbps S59.95 
Tier 2 640 kbps / 320 kbps $49.95 10 mbps/l .O rnbps $49.95 

Business Current Speeds Current Price New Speeds Maintained Price 
Tier 1 32Okbps/128kbps $59.95 1.5 mbpsj0.5 mbps S59.95 
Tier 2 640 kbps / 320 kbps $79.95 10 mbps/l .0 mbps S79.95 
Tier 3 3 mbps/768 kbps $99.95 20 mbps / 1.5 mbps 599.95 

Maintaining the pricing schedule while increasing speeds will allow our subscribers to have 
meaningful broadband service for the same rates they are paying today. 
Mountain RTCC commits to a 25% discount for all strategic coinniunity institutions. 

.--- -__. 

, 28. Technology Type: 
Wireline - Fiber-optic Cable i 

I 

Other: 

29. System Design 

Elliott, Menifee, Morgan and Wolfe counties as well as small portions of Bath and Lee 
counties of Kentucky. They currently have approximately 15,600 POTS lines and 4,938 DSL 
lines operating at speeds between 320kbps/l28kbps to 3mbpd768kbps. All of these services 
are offered on MRTCC's installed copper wireline plant. 
MRTCC's core network consists of four main central offices (C.0.s) located in each of the 
county seats along with three smaller central offices located on the edges of these counties. 

Mountain Rural Telephone Cooperative Corporation (MRTCC) currently serves all of 

Exhibit B 



Broadband USA 

Broadband Infrastructure Application 
Submission to RUS (BIP) and KTIA (BTQP) 

Easygrants ID: 2018 Submitted Date: 8/16/2009 6:39:49 PM 
Funding Opportunity: Broadband Initiatives 
Program and Broadband Technology 
Opportunities Program - 

Applicant Organization: Mountain RTCC 

Applicant Name: Mrs. AM Marie Keller Task: Submit Application - Infrastructure 
Programs 

There are Cisco routers, Media Gateways and Emergency Standalone systems installed in each 
of the four main c.0.'~. Additionally, West Liberty has the Call Agent with a hot standby in 
Frenchburg. another of the C.0.s. A11 C.0.s are interconnected by a Fujitsu DWDM ring with 
two lambdas lit. One lambda is for the Cisco Routers operating Internet Protocol based services 
(internet) and the other lambda is a SONET OC-192 for TDM based services (voice trunks). 
The fiber ring transport network is in a diverse route ring configuration so cable cuts or 
equipment failure will not impact service. 
MRTCC is currently deploying an IP headend in West Liberty and will connect to the Cisco 
Router in the West Liberty C.0.  with a 1 Gbps link. This is scheduled to be complete by 
December 2009. East Kentucky Network has a fiber node in the West Liberty C.O. and 
MRTCC connects to this ring for access to both the PSTN and ISP. MRTCC upgraded the four 
DS3s going to their ISP to a 1 Gbps link with 100 Mbps allocated. Future bandwidth upgrades 
will only consist of increasing the allotment until the full 1 Gbps limit is provisioned. All of 
MRTCC's equipment is standards based and interconnects using standards based interfaces. 
Access to subscribers is provided through Occam Networks shelves; whether in the C.0.s or in 
remote cabinets (remotes) in the field. These electronics interface thc customer through a 
combined ADSL and POTS cards. Because of the distance limitations imposed by the ADSL, 
MRTCC has installed 113 remotes in order to maximize the internet speeds over the copper 
plant to their customers. All rernotes are on a 10 Gbps fiber ring using the Occam Networks 10 
Gbps transport cards. There are a total of ten rings operating at 10 Gbps each. All systems in 
the electronics, both in C.0.s and remotes, are redundant with hot standbys. 
All of MRTCC's 120 wire centers (C.0.s and remotes) have 8 hours of battery and a standby 
generator. MRTCC has fuel supply contracts in place with local fuel companies with 
contractually guaranteed Priority 1 delivery during regional power outages. 
IvRTCC's application proposes to build Fiber-to-the-Premise past every premise in MRTCC's 
existing senice area. Only customers that request broadband or video services will be placed 
on the fiber network. POTS only customers will remain on the existing copper plant. The fiber 
plant will allow MRTCC to increase their broadband speeds by at least 4.5 times and, in 
extreme cases, by 62 times the current speed capable by the copper plant. In addition to the 
High Speed Internet, the proposed system \vi11 enable MRTCC to offer Video services to all 
customers. 
The goal for MRTCC is to have a technology neutral outside plant with a minimum 30 year life 
span because of the challenges of installation and maintenance in MRTCC's mountainous area. 
As a consequence MRTCC current outside plant is 60% buried and 40% aerial, with no 



Funding Opportunity: Broadband Initiatives 
Program and Broadband Technology 
Opportunities Program 

Applicant Organization: Mountain RTCC 
"- 

I - J 

Task: Submit Application - Infrastructure 
Programs 

feasible or economic alternatives to the aerial plant. 
To this end, the project plan is to build out each existing wire center as it is defined today, with 
fiber-optic cable in a point to point configuration with the customer. The cable that supports the 
point to point layout is designed with a 1 .S to 2.0 fibers per premise which will support any 
existing and future electronic technologies. The small size of each serving area allows this 
point to point configuration to limit the size of the fiber cable to 288 strands or less, adding 
significantly to the cost effectiveness of this design. The relatively small size of each serving 
area also promotes efficient aggregation of the 10 Gbps rings without impacting capacity at the 
end user level. This also allows each wire center to be constructed independeiitly of each 
other. 
This is a key component of our ability to construct this total area in a three year time span. 
These small work areas will allow a flow through approach to coiistruction where each wire 
center is designed, staked, built and cutover without the need for the entire county to be built as 
a single project. Future technologies can be easily deployed over the designed fiber, without 
consideration of distance limitations. as each wire center is well within the current Ethernet 
technology loss budgets. 
The current electronics chosen for this deployment is the Occam BLC Active Ethernet platform 
as it will only require additional cards plugged into the existing network. This will allow 
MRTCC to deliver 100 Mbps service over a 1 Gbps link to each premise requesting service in 
the serving area. MRTCC will initially provision up to 20 Mbps for broadband with the 
remaining 80 Mbps capacity for delivery of video and additional services. 
The fiber cable will terminate at the customer premise in an Optical Network Unit (ONU). The 
ONU provides the optical to electrical transition in the form of four (4) Ethernet ports and two 
(2)  POTS for the customer's use. One Ethernet port will be dedicated for High Speed Internet 
and one Ethernet port for video. 
MRTCC plans to assist their customers in deployment of their digital home or business. This 
assistance will have several levels including premise wiring, customer equipment and technical 
assistance. This support is, in our opinion, critical for the transformation to a broadband 
enabled community. It is not enough to put the access at the home, the customer needs 
assistance in getting the signal to the end user device and ensuring that that end device works 
as designed. 
The cost effectiveness of this network will be in its long term operational savings. The new 
cable and electronics are projected to reduce maintenance costs by SO-75%. The personnel 
transitioned from maintenance of the aging copper plant will be reallocated to installing new 

Name: Mrs. Am Marie Keller 

Page 15 



Funding Opportunity: Broadband 
Applicant Organization: Mountain RTCC 

' Submitted Date: 8/16/2009 6:39:49 PM 

Program and Broadband Technology 
Opportunities Program 
Task: Submit Application - Infrastructure 
Programs 

service requests and digital home wiring. Funding under this NOFA is limited to the OSP, OSP 
engineering, access electronics, digital home wiring, and customer premise equipment (CPE) 
as all the backbone equipment is already installed. 

Name: Mrs, Am Marie Keller 

30. Network Diagram: 
Please refer to upload section at the end of document. 

3 1. Certification by Professional Engineer: 
Please refer to upload section at the end of document 

32. Buy American Waiver Request: 
Is the applicant seeking an individual waiver of the Buy American provision? IS0 

Buy American Waiver Request - Legal Justification 

33. Choice of Service Provider: 

users in the proposed funded service area'? 
Does the project's Infrastructure and the Company's business plan allow more than one provider to serve end 

Yes 

Timeline & Milestones 

34. Infrastructure Build-out Timeline: 
Please refer to upload section at the end of the document 

35. Licenses, Regulatory Approvals and Agreements: 

Kentucky Public Service Commission (PSC) approval is required for MRTCC to enter into an 
Item 35, pg 15 Regulatory Approvals 

Page 16 





Funding Opportunity: Broadband Initiatives 
Program and Broadband Technology 
Opportunities Program 

Task: Submit Application - Infrastructure 
Programs Applicant Name: Mrs. Ann Marie Keller 

Applicant Organization: Mountain RTCC 

I I I 

Budget I 
Network 81 Access 
Equipment (switching, 
routing, transport, 
access) 

Outside Plant (cables, 
conduits, ducts, poles, 
towers, repeaters, etc.) 

- 
Buildings and Land - 
(new construction, 
improvements, 
renovations, lease) 

Customer Premise 
Equipment (modems, 
set-top boxes, inside 
wiring, etc.) 

Billing and Operational 
Support Systems (IT 
systems, software, etc.) 

I Operating Equipment 

-- 
36,020,2 I O  

3,823,325 

Grant Equity 
Request 

7,572,668 

- ...a 

Exhibit C 



Broadband Infrastructure Application 
Submission to RUS (BIP) and NTIA (BTOP) 

Applicant Organization: Mountain RTCC 

Submitted Date: 8/16/2009 6:39:49 PM 
Funding Opportunity: Broadband Initiatives 
Program and Broadband Technology 
Opportunities Program 

Applicant Name: Mrs. Ann Marie Keller Task: Submit Application - Infrastructure 
Programs 

(vehicles, office 
equipment, other) 

Engineering 
Professional Services 
(engineering design, 
project management, 
consulting, etc.) 

Testing (network 
elements, IT system 
elements, user devices, 
test generators, lab 
furnishings, 
servers/computers, etc.) 

Site Preparation l------ 
SYSTEM 

39,843,535 

9,640,410 

38,281,044 
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Other Income/(Expenses) 
Interest Income _- 

Long-Term Debt 

Provision for Income Taxes 

Assumptions 
Interest Income was set at the 2008 level and held constant. 
It was assumed that of the $78,124,578.56 in new capital 
expenditures, $39,843,535.07 would be financed with debt. l h e  
term would match the life of the asset, or 20 years, and be at a 4% 
rate. This would be added to the debt that currently exists for 

Provisions for income tax are based on taxes payable or refundable 
for the current year along with deferred amounts. Mountain is a 

Mountain Rural 'Tel. Coop. ~- 

cooperative and is exempt from income taxes. - . ~ _ _  



End User Revenue 

Plant Specific Expenses 

- Plant Non-Specific Expenses 

Depreciation Expense 

lnferstafe Access Revenue 

Plant Specific Expenses were estimated to grow by 4.3% per year. 
This included a growth of 3.5% in the amount for salaries and the 
benefit loadings increasing each year. 
Plant Specific Expenses were estimated to grow by 4.2% per year 
This included a growth of 3 5% in the amount for salaries and the 
benefit loadings increasing each year. 

Depreciation expense is calculated by taking the average plant 
balance and multiplying it by it's depreciation rate. Our model does 
not allow for over-depreciation of asset accounts. The depreciation 
calculation took into account the new capex purchased with debt and 
equity. 
Plant Specific Expenses were estimated to grow by 4.2% per year. 
This included a growth of 3 5% in the amount for salaries and the 

Intrastate Switched Access 
Revenue --.--- 

Miscellaneous Revenue 

Ulicollectible Revenue 

End User revenue was forecasted using an ARPAL. The ARPAL 
was multiplied by the average number of access lines in service for 
the year in question End User revenue is the subscriber line charge 
(SLC) and is based on the number of access lines in service. 
Interstate allocation factors were pulled from the 2008 cost study that 
is submitted to NECA annually for federal rate of return recovery. An 
approximate revenue requirement is based on forecasted expenses 
and investments. All three interstate access pools are collapsed 
back into one catch-all account, "Interstate Access." USF revenue is 
calculated using standard USF algorithms. It is also estimated using 
forecasted expenses and investment. An increase of $20 each year 
was estimated for the NACPL. DSL Access revenue was calculated 
by applying the 2008 ARPU to the average number of projected DSL 

Intrastate Switched Access Revenue is based on Intrastate Minutes 
of Use (MOU). It was assumed that Intrastate MOlJ would decline 
proportionately to the decline in access lines Intrastate & Interstate & 
lJSF are combined for the Income statement and Cash Flow 
projections. 
Miscellaneous Revenue was grown on an ARPAL. Subaccounts that 
comprise account 5200 were assumed to change proportionally to 
the average number of access lines in service during the year. 

Uncollectible Revenue in future years was calculated by taking the 
2008 uncollectible amount divided by the company's total operating 
revenue multiplied by the current years total Operating revenue 
(before u ncollectibles). 

customers for the following years. - 



Assumptions for Mountain Rural BIP Financials 

Planf in Service 

Depreciation Reserve 

Plant under Construction 

Plant in Service (PIS) was taken per book. 

Depreciation reserves are calculated on a mass asset basis 
However, I was able to subaccount them based on the asset 
schedule provided. Depreciation reserve accounts were not allowed 
to over-depreciate. 
Plant Under Construction (PUC) was assumed to stay at $0. 
Therefore, all CAPEX is immediately booked to Plant in Service, 
bypassing Plant under Construction. 

Materials and Supplies 

- CAPEX 

Capital Expenditures were added to deploy a Fiber-to-the-Home 
(FTTH) network. A total of $$78,124,578.56 was added in the years 
of 2010, 201 1, & 2012 Regular maintenance capital was added in 
every other year. -. - 

Revenue Accounts 

Access Lines 

DSL and Video Subscribers ___ 

Local Service Revenue 

DSL and Video Revenue 

Assumptions 
Access Lines were assumed to decline by 3% in 2009 and 
approximately 2% in each following year. Prior year access line 
figures were taken from actual reported figures. 
DSL subscribers arew from a base of 4.960 in 2009 to 8,674 in 2014 
and video subscrkers grew from zero ta 6,132 The growth was due 
to the deployment of the FTTH network to unserved and underserved 
areas Final penetration rates are consistent with national 
penetration rates reported by PEW. Mountain expects to increase 

Local Service voice revenue was grown on an Average Revenlie per 
Access Line (ARPAL) basis. The Local Service revenue accounts 
were added up and then divided by the average number of access 
lines at the end of the prior and current years. Revenue for years 
2009 - 2018 was calculated by multiplying the ARPAL by the 
estimated average number of access lines during the year 'There 
was not increase in ARPAL. 
DSL and Video revenue was grown on an Average Revenue per 
Access Line (ARPAL) basis. The DSL and Video revenue accounts 
were divided by the average number of subscribers at the end of the 
prior and current years. Revenue for years 2009 - 2018 was 
calculated by multiplying the ARPAL by the estimated average 
number of subscribers during the year The DSL ARPAL remained 
constant even though the actual speeds customers purchase is 
increasing It is assumed the BIP financing of this project will allow 
MOUNTAIN to keep these prices low. 

current penetration to national averages. -- 


